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The vision of a champion is someone who is drenched in sweat at the point of 
exhaustion when no one else is watching. - Anson Dorrance



PREFACE

 It gives us immense pleasure in presenting the second edition of 

the annual journal of the CTTC alumni team Tech Beats to all the 

rdCTTCians on the occasion of 3  CTTC alumni meet 2007.In this edition 

more emphasis has been given to some information, happenings, related to 

CTTC and CTTCians rather than just poems and stories. We hope it will be highly 

appreciated by all of you.
 To acknowledge everyone who contributed to the journal in some manner is 

clearly impossible, but the teachers and staffs of CTTC, Bhubaneswar, whose 

continuous encouragement has made this effort fruitfull, own a major debt.

We would like to thank all the alumnus of CTTC, Bhubaneswar, without whom this 

publication would not have been possible. We would be failing in our duty, if we do not 

mention the meticulous editing services provided by Anita Printers and staffs.

          Errors and deficiencies are likely to be there. We apologize in advance for the 

same. Suggestions for improvement will be thankfully received and appreciated.

Jay Jagannath.                                                          AMIYA KUMAR 
MOHANTY                                                             
August 2007                                                             For The Editorial Team      
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There are no secrets to success. It is the result of preparation, hard work, 
and learning from failure. -Gen. Colin L. Powell
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Direct: 2742100 (GM), 2743179 (Mkt.), 3097116 (Pur.), 2743349 (Trg.), Email: cctc@satyam.net.in, Website: www.cttcbbsr.com

Success without honor is an unseasoned dish; it will satisfy your hunger, but it 
won't taste good. -Joe Paterno



It gives me immense plesure to know that the alumni`s of CTTC Bhubaneshwar are celebrating annual 
th

day on 12  of August 07.

As alumni, you are the strongest and  the best ambassadors of CTTC. Every time you invest your energy, 

expertise, and other resources on behalf of CTTC, you add value to your  qualification and your alma 

mater.

Sincerity,Hardwork,Honesty and Innovation are the key to success. Dedicated efforts put in to your work 

sphere will surely benefit your growth as well as provide synergy to CTTC 's brand image. 

The progress and  reputation of CTTC over the years has been built arround  correct market information 
gethered through Alumanis.

The success ,progress and zeal  of Alumanis to achieve even higher goals in life will enhance the image 
and prestige of CTTC in industry  which in turn will make us all proud of our achievements as we leave an 
everlasting impression on all potential organisations we dreamt of  to be associated with. 

Remember, the success of the CTTC  Alumni Association depends on you!

I wish all Alumanis a great carreer and  a happy life.

Anil Bhandari
Former General manager CTTC Bhubaneswar
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M E S S A G E

Calamities are of two kinds: misfortunes to ourselves, and good fortune to others. -
Ambrose Bierce



   
My Dear Ex-trainees,

Greetings and Good wishes to you all.

rd thI am extremely delighted to know that you are arranging the 3  CTTCIAN's Alumni Meeting on 12  
nd

August 2007 at Pune and on the occasion you are releasing the 2  edition of “Tech Beats”.

You all have been doing wonderful in different industries and spreading the presence of CTTC, 
Bhubaneswar in the Society as a whole.

I hope you will maintain the same spirit and enthusiasm which will lead you in your life as well as 
your juniors.  Keep on making yourself a standard in the industry.

Wishing the Alumni Meeting a great Success.

 

MR. L.RAJASEKHAR
Dy. General Manager
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M E S S A G E

To try and fail is at least to learn. To fail to try is to suffer 
the inestimable loss of what might have been. -Chester Bernard
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Trust your own instinct. Your mistakes might as well be your own, 
instead of someone else's. -Billy Wilder 6



nd
I am extremely happy to know that the CTTC, Alumni Association is bringing out the 2  issue of it's 

th
annual “Souvenir” & organizing a convention on this occasion August 12 , 2007.

The convention can be an opportunity for all CTTC, Alumni members to discus various Techno-
Managerial challenges emerging in today's competitive business world. It is an opportunity to meet & 
greet all alumni members and to remember the sweet memories of past,  to enjoy the beautiful essence of 
the present & plan for exciting future.

On this occasion, I extend my warm greetings & felicitations to all the CTTC alumni members & the 
organizers. I wish the event all success.

Bhubaneswar
th

27  July 2007
Mr. Sachi Kanta Kar

Sr. Manager & HOD (Marketing, Consultancy & Quality)  
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M E S S A G E

The man who has done his level best... is a success, 
even though the world may write him down a failure. -B.C. Forbes



 Importance of “Alumina”

After a day's work people enjoy with their family.  It is a daily routine of our life. Apart from 
this stereotype life there is another life i.e. to enjoy with all people one's in a year. 'People' 
means with whom we have spent our most vital period (4 Years).  During that period you 
enjoy your work and simultaneously learn for further prospects.  When a teen-aged child 
comes to us for the first time, by the grace of GOD we start our activities by putting our best 
efforts to grow him, giving proper process to pass in each test of life and above all to enjoy life 
so that the guy will be enthusiastic to work and be successful in life
.

You people are very intelligent; you are doing excellently in your work place 
simultaneously you are also leading happy family life.  Managing both the jobs is very tough 
and a 24 hours job.  Still some of your friends have made “Alumina”.  This will make your life 
fresh and improve the culture by sharing the good points from each other.

In this Mobile Phone age, people only talk through electronics media without any personal 
touch.  Alumina makes possible the life enjoyable, which is the platform to share our 
experience of life.  I request you all to lead a simple life and always keep contact with your 
parents. We have to be the best in our workplace and receive the best things not only from our 
colleagues but also from our old and experienced friends.  This makes us matured and more 
refined to face the life in a better way.  Alumina is the only forum which contributes us the best 
tips to be successful in life. 

“God is all mighty”

MR. R.K.BAIDYA
Sr.Engineer (Training)
CTTC-Bhubaneswar

M E S S A G E
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Don't aim for success if you want it; just do what you love and believe in, 
and it will come naturally. -David Frost
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In order to succeed you must fail, so that you know what not to do the next time. -
Anthony J. D'Angelo
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 HATS OFF TO THEM  
                                                                          

nd
Really it is a great feeling to know that the 2  edition of Tech beats is finally going to be published. Let me tell you 
that it has not been so easy to bring out the journal this time. As all of you know that it was requested to send your 

th th
articles before 5  of July 2007, but till 25  July we had received only two articles. So obviously the publication was 
quite doubtful this time. I must thank our editorial team members and especially Santosh Rout for his effective co 
ordination.
   This time there was a suggestion from some of our friends to publish some achievements of the alumnus of 
CTTC, Bhubaneswar. But question was raised “How to identify those achievements and on which basis?” The 
answer was “it can be identified on the following basis”.

1. Those who have been promoted in their professional fields.
2. Those who have switched over their organization for better prospect in the last year.
3.Those who have been abroad.
 and many more.

  Honestly speaking I was not at all in favor of these ideas. I was surprised by not seeing 
any body pointing out about the achievement that we have never thought of. In my personal case, I have been 
promoted and been to USA in the last year. But I don't feel these are achievements. This is a part of our job and we 
are just doing it. Till today 13 bathes have passed out from CTTC, Bhubanewar. Almost all of them have been well 
placed in several organizations and hopefully all are doing a great job. Getting promoted, switching over 
organizations and going abroad are all part of the continual process of professional life. As far as my knowledge 
goes these are not some thing extra ordinary and cannot be claimed as achievements. One has to do better and better 
unless until he has achieved the best. I still remember Rajan Sir always says “ Good is not so good if better is 
possible and best can be achieved” Of course this my personal opinion and every one has own way of thinking.
    According to me we should recognize those talents who have all chosen to stand on their own feet. Some of our 
seniors, friends and juniors have started their own industries.
We must encourage them and pray god for their success. I am sure with 3D principle (Devotion, Determination and 
Dedication), one day they can become the likes of Ratan Tata or Rahul Bajaj. Only thing they need from us is our 
blessings and good wishes.
Many of us don't know their names. Hence we have collected some information regarding them. I hope they will be 
definitely encouraged after reading this article and our good wishes will be always with them.

 Finally I must say Congratulation and Hats off to them.   

Amiya Kumar Mohaty                                                                                
TH9  BATCH
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Edotorial

There is no point at which you can say, "Well, I'm successful now. 

I might as well take a nap." -Carrie Fisher 
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Mr. Debabrata Nanda
th 4  batch CTTC, Bhubaneswar.

Company Name: M/S BHARGAVI MARINE 
(Established in the year 2005)
At- Mancheswar I.E, Bhubaneswar

Activity -  Manufacturing of Fishing Net  
Annual Turnover = Rs 100.00 Lacks

 Mr. Raj Kishore Subudhi.
th

 4  batch CTTC, Bhubaneswar.

 Company Name: M/S IPTEC. 
(Established in the year 1999)

At- Mancheswar I.E, Bhubaneswar

  Activity- Tool Room.
 Annual Turnover = Rs 35.00 Lacks   

Mr. Pradeep Kumar Sahoo
th5   batch CTTC, Bhubaneswar.

Company Name:M/S PRANAPRATIMA 
ENGINEERING.
 (Established in the year Sept 2001)
At- Mancheswar I.E, Bhubaneswar

Activity- Manufacturing of 
Sheet Metal & Wire Products
Annual Turnover = Rs 60.00 Lacks

Mr. Pradosh Mohapatra.
th5   batch CTTC, Bhubaneswar.

Company Name: M/S PRASANTA ENGINEERING.
 (Established in the year 2005)

At- Mancheswar I.E, Bhubaneswar

Activity- 1. Dealer of TEREX VECTRA 
(Earth Moving Equipment)
2. Manufacturing of TWIN 

at Khurda Ind. Estate.

Success without honor is an unseasoned dish; it will satisfy your hunger, 
but it won't taste good. -Joe Paterno



Mr. Jayaprakash Das
th

8   batch CTTC, Bhubaneswar.

Company Name: M/S LUCKY ENGINEERING.
 (Established in the year 2006)
At- M.I.D.C, Bhosari, Pune.

Activity- 1. Manufacturing of Press Tools, 
Moulds and Jigs & Fixtures.

Mob.: +91-9922488095
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 - G. Building, II Floor, Kunal Puram, Opp. Atlas Copco, Mumbai Pune 
Road, Pune 411 012  
 ? Tel: 020 30680690, 27145710   ? Telefax : 020 27145592  ? Email : 
ata@vsnl.net  
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Visit Us: www.anandteknow.com 

SIEMENS 

                                           A N  I S O  9 0 0 1  :  2 0 0 0  C O M P A N Y 

The New Face of Customer Service...
TEKNOW AIDS ENGINEERING INDIA LTD.

With Best Compliments From 

Try not to become a man of success, but rather try to become a man of value. 
-Albert Einstein



Stakeholder relationships: 
Consider all the stakeholder relationships that influence your organization's performance. How important are all 
your employees? What difference does meeting your owners' financial and other needs make? How mutually 
interdependent are you with your suppliers? Are good community relations significant? How does the media 
influence your public image? Are your distributors your first-line customers? How are your relationships with your 
customers? Which of these stakeholders can you alienate or treat with casual indifference, or afford to lose? Whose 
trust can you do without if you are to thrive as an enduring, world-class player in your industry?

Beyond total customer satisfaction: 
The high-performance organization of the 21st century must progress beyond the paradigm shift that marked the 
quality movement of the 1980s. Total customer satisfaction has been a battle cry taken up by organizations in all 
sectors of our economy. But this paradigm that provided a competitive quality advantage 20 years ago is today 
fundamental to survival.

What's next?
 What represents the next paradigm shift leading to higher levels of performance capability? It is the principle-
based foundation of 360° total stakeholder commitment: understanding, anticipating, prioritizing, balancing, 
organizing and executing to meet and exceed the needs of all your key stakeholders.

This means achieving more than customer satisfaction. It means striving to cultivate the total commitment to your 
organization to customers and other essential stakeholders. It means developing stakeholder relationships built on 
total trust.

Your organization is a complex ecosystem of multiple, interdependent parts both inside and outside its formal 
boundaries-and your stakeholders are its most important elements. What ultimately happens when you conserve 
cash by stretching out payments to suppliers? Does it make a quality difference if your employees perceive that 
management neither walks their talk nor lives the organizations published mission statement? In these and many 
other scenarios, what happens to the trust and future commitment of your stakeholders and the future performance 
of your organization?
The process of building total stakeholder commitment is challenging.

 Stakeholders have needs in conflict: 
Employees want more pay, shareholders want higher dividends, and customers want lower prices and higher 
service levels. It is difficult for any one stakeholder group-even departments within the same organization-to 
appreciate or understand each other's needs and how they must all work together to maximize the long-term benefit 
for all. Ultimately, the system that principle-centered leaders need to optimize is the ecosystem, the entire 
organization.

 S.K.KAR
Sr. Manager & HOD 

(Marketing, Consultancy & Quality)

STAKEHOLDERS VALUE MAPPING
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The season of failure is the best time for sowing the seeds of success.
 -Paramahansa Yogananda



STAKE HOLDERS VALUE MAPPING:
Value Mapping can help management and employees to reconnect with performance measures and performance 
management.

Value Mapping identifies the most important stakeholder needs, and uses these to measures value outcomes as 
well as to develop an integrated strategy.  Also the Value Mapping approach places great emphasis on the effective 
communication of the activities and assets that create value, the value drivers, and the measures of their 
performance.

There is a great need in organizations, public 
and private, to report more effectively on the 
creation of value for the approach that can help to 
structure the reporting of value.  For all people 
concerned in the success of the organization.

The Performance Prism is an innovative 
second generation performance measurement and 
management framework.  Its advantage over 
other frameworks is that it addresses all of an 
organization's stakeholders-principally investors, 
customers & intermediaries, employees, 
suppliers, regulators and communities. It does this 
in two ways: by considering what the wantsl and 
needs are of the stakeholders are and, uniquely, 
what the organization wants and needs from its 
stakeholders.  In this way, the reciprocal 
relationship with each stakeholder is examined.

The five facets of the Performance Prism for Stake 
Holders:
1. Stakeholders Satisfaction
2. Stakeholder Contribution
3. Strategies
4. Processes
5. Capabilities

These five perspectives are distinct, but logically 
interlinked.

Philosophy
The Performance Prism is based on the belief that those 
organizations aspiring to be successful in the long term 
within today's environment have an exceptionally clear 
picture of who their key stakeholders are and what they 
want.

They have defined what strategies they will pursue 
to ensure that value is delivered to these stakeholders.  They understand what processes the enterprise requires if 
these strategies are to be delivered and they have defined what capabilities they need to execute these processes.  
The most sophisticated of them have also thought carefully about what it is that the organization wants from its 
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If you're not failing every now and again, 
it's a sign you're not doing anything very innovative. -Woody Allen



stakeholders-employee loyalty, customer profitability, long term investments, etc. 
 In essence they have a clear business model and an explicit understanding of what constitutes and drives good 
performance.

Five key questions for measurement design

1. Stakeholders Satisfaction-who are the key stakeholders and what do they need?
2. Strategies-what strategies do we have to put in place to satisfy the wants & needs of these stakeholders?
3. Processes-what critical processes do we require if we are to execute these strategies?
4. Capabilities-what capabilities do we need to operate and enhance these processes?

5. Stakeholders Contribution-what contributions do we require from our stakeholders if we are to maintain and 
develop these capabilities?

360° feedback: A key to developing total stakeholder commitment is to institute "stakeholder information 
systems" that provide regular 360° feedback concerning the perceptions of your primary constituents in all aspects 
of your organization. These systems can become the core catalyst for catapulting your organization to its next level 
of high performance and quality by using this data to grow 
powerful, trusting relationships.

While traditional financial reporting is essential, it 
provides only a 90° perspective of your organization's past 
performance; it is a lagging indicator. Feedback meeting 
essential criteria from customers, employees, suppliers and 
other stakeholders can provide 360° feedback that becomes a 
leading indicator of future performance.

Courageous, principle-centered leaders can use 360° 
feedback to build 360° trust-based relationships and, 
ultimately, 360° quality. Cultivating total stakeholder 
commitment will sustain the viability of your organization 
within the risky, uncertain and turbulent environment now 
and into the next century.  
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Rajan
Mob. 9822086452
Off.: 27122691

Indo-Tech Systems
Mfg. of Press Tools Jigs, Fixtures

Sheet Metal Components &
All Types of Precision Machining Job Works.

S-12/5, Shanti Nagar, Landewadi, Bhosari, Pune-39.

With Best Compliments From 

Success seems to be largely a matter of hanging on after others have let go. 
-William Feather



“Take away our factories, take away our trade, our avenues of transportation and our money. 
Leave nothing but our organization, and in four years we shall have re-established ourselves”

- A. Carnagie, An American Industrialist.

The success of any manufacturing industry mainly depends on three 'Ms' viz., man, machine, and 
material.  Basically “Material” means the input or the raw material.  An entrepreneur establishes his 
organization taking in to consideration the availability of raw material i.e. distance of the raw material from 
the organization, cost of the raw material etc. Both “distance” and “cost” help the entrepreneur to fix the price 
of the output.

Globalization has now became a challenge for the small and medium scale industries.  Each industry is 
striving to stay in the market for a longer period by reducing the cost of products, providing the best qualitative 
product and extending the best after sales services to the consumer.  To produce a world class product not only 
the technique but also the technology is also very important.  Machinery is the technology.  All most all the 
companies are working to have the latest machineries.  Robotic has been able to produce consistent qualitative 
and quantitative products.  For providing best service, machineries also help companies to maintain record of 
the customer as well as timely service.

“Man” the 'Human Resource' is the most important resource for any organization.  The success of any 
organization owes to the people of the company.  The best companies of the world are best due to the congenial 
atmosphere they have made for their people.  When any company becomes successful, all the employees takes 
the credit of its success, but when the company fails, thousands of reasons come forward, it may be low 
efficiency, less skill, improper appraisal etc.  Proper utilization of the human resource mainly depends upon 
the Human Resource Manager (HR).  Efficiency of the Human Resource decides the face of any organization.  
The HR manager has to assign the job according to the efficiency of any employee.  After arranging any job, 
the role of the HR Manager is to closely monitor the activities of each employee.  If somebody is lagging to 
achieve the expected goal, the HR Manager analyses the various reasons of failure.  It requires little bit 
modification; may be the assignment job or proper training to be extended to the incumbent.  

The Department Head (DH) also to play certain HR roles.  While extracting output from the members of 
the department, at the same time it is an important task of the DH to groom the employee to excel in the field.  
He should patiently listen all the problem of the employee; not only the official problems but also the personal 
problems.  So the employee will take the DH into his confidence and ultimately both will be beneficial.  The 
job related problems will be treated as their own problems and they will try to solve the same.  As a result of 
this the organization will grow.

Many a times we see at first sight the employee denies accepting a new assignment.  It seems as if the 
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Mr. S.K. Rout, MBA-HRD
Placement I/c

CTTC, Bhubaneswar

EFFECTIVE HR PRACTICES IS THE 
ULTIMATUM OF ORGANIZATIONAL GROWTH

Only those who dare to fail greatly can ever achieve greatly. -Robert F. Kennedy



concerned employee is bulked down heavy load.  At this juncture both the HR and the DH should modify the 
job and make it easier for the employee.  On a very friendly manner the HR and the DH should help the 
employee so that the expected output can be achieved.  

For smooth running of any organization the management as well as the HR frames the rules and 
regulations.  At the same time the opinion of all employees even the lowest ranked employee can not be 
neglected.  Many a times it has been seen opinion of an individual person is the opinion of majority.  If proper 
care is not taken for each opinion whether it is positive or negative, later on it turns to an ice-ball.  The HR has 
to evaluate each nuke and corner of the reformative step. 

Implementation of QMS, EMS and OHSAS has become necessity for the time being.  All these 
certificates help the organization to improve the organization system as a result the organization grows.  But 
the system should not be a burden on the employees.  If all the time they will be guided by the system and 
bulked down on paper work, the creativity and the ingenuity of each employee dies.  Here the HR manager 
should justifiably analyses both the aspects and opts the best possible way so that the organization sustain in 
the market for ever.

For the best HR practices, the HR managers have to depend on four important methodologies viz. 
planning for proper utilization of human resource, implementing the plan, monitoring the effectiveness of the 
plan on the Human resources and finally to act on the weak areas.       

PEOPLE ARE THE STRENGTH OF ANY ORGANISATION.
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Private Limited

SUPPLIERS OF QUALITY PRODUCTS

Suppliers of Quality Products
Since 1978

Success is sweet and sweeter if long delayed and gotten 
through many struggles and defeats. -Amos Bronson Alcott



For Implementing Technology 
in Social Economy of India

Kartik Chandra Barik P.A. to G.M.CTTC.BBSR.

India has more than 100 crores of human beings as its citizens .  A Country is to be called developed if technology 

and Science are developed and applied in all spheres of  its human  living.  If mass people refrain from utilizing 

Science & technology in their life laws should be made and enforced to make them accustomed and use.  If from 

India's population below 20 years and above 60 years may be about 40% are taken out of employment market from 

out of 21 to 60 years 10% can be taken as leperse,blind,dwarfs, swelled legged, bisexual,harlots, beggars,complete 

disabled, polio affected, lame and abnormals.  20% women are doing two/three hours household work and for 

residual hours are dawdling due to lack of suitable work for them.  So about 30% people are working and about 5% 

from them are indulging in work like brokers, singers, dancers, operawalas and sermon givers, snake charmers, 

monkey dancers  or touts.  Due to lack of command on Indian citizens to earn up to a minimum limit to enjoy 

citizenship though the economy has the largest human force but working human force is very less in quantity & 

scarce or unwilling.  Without minimum income one can not live as a human being and Country can not exist 

without human beings.

So how command can be imposed on every citizen of the Country to earn upto a minimum limit to enjoy 
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CASH PAYMENT BOOK 

Penetration of technology in Social Economy.  
All goods and servies of the Country need be 
fixed price. For that in every Panchayat Samiti 
there should be a Price Fixation Committee 
consisting Block Development Officer as its 
Chairman and all Sarpanches, Panchayat Samiti 
Chairman, GramSevaks, Headmasters of 
Schools and important producers and sellers of 
any goods who are to sit once in every three 
months & decide price of regional goods, 
services taking 
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Work Population 
required 

Qualification Sex Capital Licence & 
Renewal feeP/A 

People to 
work 

Restaurant 2000 +2Diploma in HM F 2lacs R.I.,1000 2F+2 & 5 F 
Saloon(2) 
For M/F 

2000 +2 & Beautician M 
F 

2 lacs R.I.1,000 Six M/F +2 

Block rice 
Store(2) 

1,00,000 B.B.A./B.com F 10lacs Dist.Ag.Officer 
2000 

3M,3F 

Block Medicine 1,00,000 B.Pharm F 10lacs CDMO 3FDpharm 
Dist.Hardware 6,00,000 BBA/B.com/MBA F 3 crores DM  Rs.5,000 10M/F 
Dist.Medicine 6,00,000 B.Pharm F 3 crores Do 10 F D.Pharm 
Dist.Variety  6,00,000 BBA/ F 3 crores Do 10F+2 
Blacksmith 2000 ITI M 30,000 R.I.1000 2M 
Pottery 5000 ITI M 30,000 R.I.1000 2M 
Ploughman 200 +2 M 30,000 GAPO 100 1M 
Cycle repairing 2000 ITI M 50,000 R.I.1000 Six M/F 
Garage 2 
wheeler 

5000 ITI M 2,00,000 DistMVI 1000 Six M/F 

Four wheeler 
garage  

5000 ITI M 5,00,000 Dist MVI 2000 Six M/F 

Bamboo Farm 2,00,000 Chairman,Panchay
at 
Samiti 

M/F 10 crores DM,10,000 20M/F 

Pig Farm 10,000 B.A. M/F 5,00,000 Block VAS 1000  5 F 
Sheep Farm 10,000 B.A. M/F 5,00,000 Block VAS 1000  5F 
Wooden 
Furniture 

10,000 B.A. M 10,00,000 DFO 2000 20M 

Chartered A/C 
Farm 

1,00,000 Chartered M/F 10,00,000 LFA.O. 3000 10M/FB.Com 

Ayurbedic 10,000 Degree M/F 10,00,000 CDMO 1000 2 F 
Homoeopathi 10,000 Degree M/F 10,00,000 CDMO 1000 2F 
Rope Industry 20,000 B.A. M/F 10,00,000 Dist Ag.O. 500 10M/F 
Waterpipe fitter 20,000 B.A. M/F 5,00,000 D.PH.Engineer 

500 
10M/F 

Cushion/Pillow 10,000 B.A. M/F 5,00,000 Tahasildar 500 10M/F 
Photobinding 10,000 +2 M/F 1,00,000 Tahasildar 200 5M/F 
Fish Store 5000 +2 M/F 2,00,000 D.Fisheries O. 

1000 
5M/F 

Veg.Seed  5000 +2 F 2,00,000 Dist.Ag.O. 500 5 F 
Grocery Shop 2000 +2 & DBM M/F 5,00,000 R.I.1000  2F/M 
Commercial 
Rickshaw 

1000 +2 M 30,000 R.I. 200 1 M 

Commercial 
Cart 

1000 +2 M 50,000 R.I. 200 2M 

Cook 500 + & DHM M/F 10,000 GAPO 500 Xx 
Mason 2000 ITI M 10,000 R.I.1000 2M 
Purohit 2000 +2 M/F 10,000 R.I., 1000 2 M/F 
G.P.Audit Farm  5000 B.com M/F 5,00,000 DLFAO2000 10 F +Com 
G.P.Labourers  
EmploymentEx 

5000 B.A./Personel Mgt. M/F 5,00,000 DEmp.O 2000 500 daily 
labourers 

Commercial 
Tempo 

1000 +2 M/F 2,00,000 Tahasildar 500 2 M/F 

Rice&Flour mill 10,000 +2 & ITI M/F 2,00,000 Tahasildar 1000 2 M/F 
Poultry Farm 1000 + 2 & DBM M/F 50,000 R.I. 1000 3 M/F 
Cow farm 1000 +2 DBM M/F 2,00,000 R.I. 1000 3M/F 

MICRO ECONOMIC REFORMATION PROPOSAL (Example)
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Any fact facing us is not as important as our attitude toward it, for that determines our 
success or failure. -Norman Vincent Peale



citizenship.  For this income and expenditure of everybody  need be calculated through the weighing machine of 

currency to find who is earning how much.  First of all everybody need be made constrained to open and operate 

one Account in his residing area local Bank which shall be his Permanent Account Number.  The PAN should be as 

such that for States two digits, for Districts two digits, for Panchayuat Samiti two digits, for Grampanchayat two 

digits, for Wards two digits and for Account holder four   & everybody should be made constrained to use the PAN 

in his every transaction.  As currency is portable, durable, legal tender and means of exchange for all goods and 

services these need be counted in everybody's hand & in pocket.  That means all expenses exceeding Rs. 50/- 

(Rupees fifty) must be paid through CASH PAYMENT BOOK and that is to be made pocket size & should be 

supplied by the PAN Bank on Rs. 10/-.   So all recorded and   unrecorded   expenses   must    be drawyal    from    

Bank    and      record     of   all accounts must be shown in yearly income statement and be given to PAN Bank from 

whom to be taken for Taxation and for consideration of poor and rich .  Administration can be free to take away 

money from every A/c for the cost of education, food & cloth of one citizen up to age 18 so that birth givers shall be 

automatically imposed responsibility not to produce more human creature.  So how to give into consideration of 

climate and habitation and such reports of all Panchayat Samities be approved in a district level Price fixation 

Committee being Chaired by the Collector & District Magistrate and Block Development  Officers being 

members. So works be divided as per the schedule below with principle of Production and Transportation to 

Masculine and Distribution to Feminine.                                    

Penetration of technology in Social Economy.  All goods and servies of the Country need be fixed price. For 

that in every Panchayat Samiti there should be a Price Fixation Committee consisting Block Development Officer 

as its Chairman and all Sarpanches, Panchayat Samiti Chairman, GramSevaks, Headmasters of Schools and 

important producers and sellers of any goods who are to sit once in every three months & decide price of regional 

goods, services taking  into consideration of climate and habitation and such reports of all Panchayat Samities be 

approved in a district level Price fixation Committee being Chaired by the Collector & District Magistrate and 

Block Development  Officers being members. So works be divided as per the schedule below with principle of 

Production and Transportation to Masculine and Distribution to Feminine.

All Officers responsible for giving license are to declare through local Newspapers giving location to which 

place they require people to give licence.  License holders should have the right to keep watch if their work is being 

snatched by others or if population for consumption of service is reduced by govt. unnecessarily and they may put 

up grievances through their own race association.  In whichever case the license holder fails to arrange land on his 

application the Grampanchayat/Panchayat Samiti/Distict Citizens Council purchasing pvt. land making required 

farm shall provide on yearly rent.

Economy of India with much hardship and with sincere effort has set up Small Industries Service Institutes 

one in most of the  States  who are indulging in to find out which work need be given some training to make some 
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Success comes when you do what you love to do, and commit 
to being the best in your field.- Brian Tracy



unemployed people employable.  Like that Small Industries Development Bank of India functioning one in some 

of the  States are also funding for standard entrepreneurships.  But considering huge population and their activities 

for living the mite of SISI & SIDBIs are not sufficient.  Therefore the State Council for Vocational Training & 

Directorate of Technical Education functioning under the States should be imposed command to find which work 

is done by people from time immemorial from Vedic Age under division of labour or Caste system and procedure 

of such work be recorded as courses of studies such as pottery, bamboo stick weaving, rope making, grass 

plantation for animals and human beings, dry fish preparation and preservation, lime stone collection from seabed 

and preparation, vegetable cultivation, oil making from different seeds, statue making, colour 

preparation,,different types of cooking, dress making, shoe polishing, wall painting, cloth ironing, cushion & 

Pillow making, Animal skin collection for instruments, Musical instruments, shaving, two wheeler and cycle 

repairing,  etc.etc. and Government I.T.I.s of the districts should be spared as such two/three days once in a year.  

Such work license holders be asked to refresh their knowledge paying some money as fees and the Trainers can 

roam round from district to district whole the year long so that modern technical knowledge could be injected to 

such people to be enforced to be used by general public.

When price of all labour need be fixed, all people seeking work above to daily labourers be needed to 

register name in Employment Exchange Cell of Panchayat Samiti paying at least Rs. 100/- (Rundred only) per 

annum irrespective of age.  All license holder pvt. Business organizations and non-profit organizations should be 

made constrained to give employment to people of local  Employment Cell and if not found suitable can take from 

outside.  But all of them should be made constrained to pay the salary & accommodation as shall be prescribed by 

law to maintain a standard living & to prosper. All other people for whom monthly salary and service rules are not 

prescribed under law should be treated as daily labourers and such labourers  must be taken from Grampanchayat 

level daily labourers Employment Exchange paying wages in advance to the Employment Exchange.  People 

employing daily labourers must be made constrained to deposit certain  Dearness Allowance, Sunday and Govt. 

decalred Holidays wages to Govt. and Govt. finding daily labourers working more than 22 days in the months 

should be paid  such Dearness allowances, Sunday, Holidays benefit in the form of perishable food stuff in low 

cost found surplus in the Food Corporation so that Agriculture producers shall be immune to produce and to sell 

gladly.  But such benefit need be given who have ceased to produce within two children, not declared as habitual 

offender or punished  on serious crime so that people can be administered on low cost and police shall not be brutal 

to common man.  No citizen should be allowed to apply or to register his/her name in any Employment Cell for any 

regular job if not earned up to a minimum limit &  if not worked  minimum 22 days in the month and minimum 250 

days in the last year if  was not continuing his/her education/training  and this  is how everybody shall be bound to 

earn minimum income.

                                                              ****
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It states that “Engineering and Scientists never earn as much salary as business executives and sales 
people”.  This theorem can now be supported by a mathematical equation based upon the following 

three postulate:
Ø Postulate 1: - Knowledge is power (Knowledge = Power)
Ø Postulate 2 : - Time is money (Time = Money)
Ø Postulate 3 : - (As every engineer knows) Power = Work / Time

It therefore follows : - Knowledge = Work / Time
And since 

Time = money, (From postulate 2)
We have knowledge = Work / Time

Solving for money we get
Money = Work / Knowledge

Hence , when 
                   Knowledge --------- 0

                   Money       --------- 8
Thus, as knowledge approaches zero, Money approaches infinity, regardless of work done.

Conclusion:
                    The less you know, The more you mark and vice versa

Corollary :
                   This is the reason why ones boss is and paid more.

At last the result is 

Smart Boss + Smart Employee = Profit
Smart Boss + Dumb Employee = Production
Dumb boss + Smart Employee = Promotion
Dumb Boss + Dumb Employee = Overtime.

********

INDIAN THEORY OF SALARY
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Success is a great deodorant. It takes away all your past smells. -Elizabeth Taylor



Why Probe?

Your turning centres represent a large capital investment-fast Metal removal and the ability to produce 
intricate parts are just Some of the machine's many assets. But your machines are
Only profitable when they are cutting metal. Then why are they idle for hours?

Simple. Many companies are still setting tools and parts Manually and inspecting parts off the machine  
both result in An expensive piece of equipment lying die.

Every day you have unprofitable downtime.

Reduced downtime/scrap
Manual tool setting, job set-up and inspection are time consuming, non-
repeatable processes and prone to operator errors. Probing eliminates the 
need for tool pre-setters, 

expensive fixtures and time  consuming test cuts. The probing software 
automatically compensates for tool length and diameter, workplace 
position and dimensional errors. Therefore, by using probes, you reduce 
downtime and scrap.

Inspect on your machine
st

Do your machines usually sit idle during 1  off inspection? Manual 
gauges rely on operator skill, whilst removal of parts to CMMs or other off  line inspection station can 
take considerable time.Probes can inspect parts on the machine in less time and offsets are adjusted 
automatically (removing the possibility for keying errors).

You will see increased uptime and accuracy.

Renishaw probes are used by companies worldwide to 
Increase productivity and improve part quality. They can be 
Specified as standard equipment from most leading turning

SENGEL SAREN
Production Engineer

Renishaw, Pune
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Reduce setting times by up to 90% and
Improve your process control

Use probes……….
cut more metal and save money

Instead of thinking about where you are, think about where you want to be. It takes 
twenty years of hard work to become an overnight success. -Diana Rankin



Centre manufacturers. Ease of fitting allows probes to beRetrofitted too many machines.

Powerful software packages are available from Renishaw, using easily programmable macros for tool 
setting, work pieceset-up and measurement. These probing cycles are simply Incorporated into part 
programs and automatically called with standard machine codes.

Cut that time by up to 90% with probing and cut more metal

Reduce tool setting and job set-up times
• Cut non-productive setting time to a fraction of what you currently take.
• Reduce your machine downtime and cut more metal.
• Let the probing software automatically update the machine offsets, faster and with no operator errors.

Reduce scrap due to setting errors 
• Your set-up becomes highly repeatable. Scrap, due to inconsistent setting, is eliminated.
• Accurately detect component position.
• Detect component misleads.

Improve your process
• Check components on the machine and reduce down time associated with off-line control, both in 
process and post-process.
• Inspect key feature on high value parts, essential for unmanned machining.
• Identity excess material, saving on 'fresh air' cutting, giving cycle time improvement.
• Record part dimensions for statiscal process control (SPC)

Detect broken tools
• Rapidly check for broken tools with automated setting arms, essential for unmanned machining.

Improve Safety
• Fully automatic operation allows machine guarding to remain closed during setting or inspection.

Courtesy: - from Renishaw Article….
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Success isn't a result of spontaneous combustion. You must set yourself on fire. 
-Arnold H. Glasow



Let's separate fact from fiction. This will help you find and hire more top candidates. It'll also help if you read the 
last two paragraphs of this article first. The article will have more value this way, since it will change your 
perspective about the real reason why you're a recruiter. 

There is an apparent debate going on among the ERE readership regarding the best means to source talent. In 
any debate such as this, there is truth and reality on one side, and perception and opinion on the other. In between 
there is misunderstanding. To set the record straight, this article will define the truth. In the process, it will attempt 
to clarify all of the misunderstandings. So let the debate begin. 

First, let me set out some basic truths. 

The need to hire passive candidates is not a myth; nor is it a fad. Passive candidates have been around forever 
and will continue to be here forever. Whether you choose to find them  or have the resources and time to do it  is 
another matter entirely. Whether you need to find them depends on a lot of factors. For example, if you can find 
great people running ads on job boards, why would you want to do anything else? If you can't find enough good 
people this way, then you'll need to hire passive candidates. That's a fact. 

Misunderstanding typically occurs when people assume their personal circumstances represent everyone 
else's. This is rarely the case. In the world of recruiting, if a person has too many requisitions to handle and can only 
conduct active candidate sourcing and it works, the person will vigorously defend his or her situation. This is only 
natural. However, it's based on a false perception of reality. Worse, it prevents open-minded thinking and progress. 

Whenever you're faced with people who disagree about an issue, it's always best to first understand their 
situation. The active vs. passive candidate debate is not an either/or issue. The fact is that both active and passive 
candidate sourcing is appropriate  but it depends on candidate supply versus demand, how good an employer brand 
you have, and whether you have enough recruiters on the team to handle the workload. Not having the facts about a 
situation is how misunderstandings occur. It also causes some bad decisions. 

If you have ever lost a top candidate because a hiring manager client didn't think your candidate was as strong 
as you did, you faced a similar reality-versus-perception problem. If the hiring manager didn't give you facts to 
justify his or her evaluation, but rather offered just opinion and feelings, you lost the candidate for the wrong 
reasons. When this happens again, you have two choices: Either buy in to the fiction and find more candidates, or 
get more facts. I'd suggest you get more facts to back up your evaluation. It takes some tough-mindedness, but 
you'll save lots of time. This is what recruiting is all about.

To better understand the facts about sourcing, let's get back to basics. There are two parts to this: a candidate 
segmentation analysis and a sourcing plan. 

In Marketing, we all learned the importance of segmenting a potential customer pool into categories based on 
certain demographics and buying criteria. The purpose of this was to design marketing and sales approaches that 
best met customer needs to maximize sales.

A similar marketing approach can be used when developing a sourcing plan. Segmenting candidates based on 
how passive versus active they are is the first step: 

Very active. These are people who need a job and are aggressively looking. They tend to be less 
discriminating and focus on short-term compensation and security issues when considering a new job. The best are 
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How the basics of marketing 
apply to the basics of sourcing???

Success is dependent upon the glands--sweat glands. -Zig Ziglar



under-represented in this pool. Traditional boring advertising is sufficient to attract and hire this type of person. 

Less active. These are people who want a better job and look infrequently, generally on bad days, or just to 
test the market. However, while they use job boards, they are more selective. Compelling advertising and systems 
designed to bring these people to the top of list is a key part of hiring them. This is the sourcing sweet-spot, since the 
best people are over-represented in this pool. You can find them with only slight modifications to your existing 
processes.

Semi-passive. These are people who want a much better job and are not actively looking, but who will accept 
a phone call to discuss future career opportunities. Who you call and what you say is a critical piece of hiring these 
types of people. The best approach is to pre-qualify all candidates before you call them. This way, you only call top 
people. If the person is not suited for the job, you can then network with this person to get referrals. The best people 
are fairly represented in this pool, but it takes more effort and time to find them.

Very Passive. These people don't want another job. It takes lots of effort and time to call and convince them to 
pursue your opportunity. The best people are fairly represented in this pool, but it's not worth the effort if you can 
find an equally strong person using some lower cost approach. 

The Sourcing Plan 

Putting together a sourcing plan is a good way to ensure that you're hiring the best quality people at the lowest 
cost within the shortest period of time. This is the universal objective (or should be) for corporate recruiting 
departments. A sourcing plan is a list of different sourcing techniques and approaches that you're likely to use 
during the course of any assignment. It's best to prioritize these approaches, based on the degree of effort and 
resources required. 

Here's the quick list of common sourcing approaches, and how you might want to use them most effectively: 

1. Resume databases. You can email a compelling job to the stale resumes to see if anyone is open to 
exploring a new opportunity. It's a low-cost way to revitalize your old resumes. 

2. Job board advertising. Compelling and visible advertising is a great way to get some quick hits. You'll be 
able to hire some less active candidates if you make it easy to find your jobs, make it easy to apply, and call them 
within 24 hours. 

3. Internal moves. This should be at the core of every staffing program. 

4. Innovative campaigns. Creative approaches to reach out to the fence-sitters can attract some good people 
quickly. You'll be able to attract some of the less active, and even semi-passive, candidates this way. 

5. Basic employee referral programs. Ask all your current employees to get involved by having them 
recommend the best people they've worked with in the past. This is a great way to get less active candidates into 
your system. You need to keep it up and make it a process rather than a one-time event to make it worthwhile. 

6. Proactive employee referral programs. Personally meet with your best talent and have them identify 
every single top person they have worked with, or even heard of, in the past. This is absolutely the best way to find 
semi-passive candidates. Since they're pre-qualified, it's worth making the call. 

7. Internet data-mining and cold calling. Developing and calling these people is an important step if the 
easier stuff doesn't work. However, since they're not pre-qualified, how you work the list is the secret to making this 
process work. 

8. Networking and referral systems. Who you call and what you say is how you convert cold leads into a 
continuing stream of hot candidates. It takes training and dedicated effort, though. 

Bottom line: The more passive a candidate, the more effort is required to find them. 

Next to the bottom line: Don't move on to a higher cost/effort sourcing channel until you've determined that a 
lower cost channel has been maxed out.

Guys, Let us adhered to the principle while you are doing the Sourcing activities. I hope this will be driving 
factor for Indian emerging industrial sector.
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Apparent failure may hold in its rough shell the germs of a success that will blossom in 
time, and bear fruit throughout eternity. -Frances Watkins Harper



 

 

A smile cost nothing, but gives much. 

It enriches those who receive, 
without making poorer those who give. 

It takes but a moment, 
but the memory of it sometimes lasts forever. 

None is so rich or mighty that he can get along without it, and none is 
so poor but that he can be made rich by it. 

A smile creates happiness in the home, 
fosters good will in business, 

and is the countersign of friendship. 
It brings rest to the weary, 
cheer to the discouraged, 

sunshine to the sad, 
and is nature's best antidote for trouble. 

Yet it cannot be bought, begged, borrowed, or stolen, 
for it is something that is of no value to anyone 

until it is given away. 

Some people are too tired to give you a smile. 
Give them one of yours, 

as none needs a smile so much as he who has no more to give. 
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THE VALUE OF A SMILE 

Let us realize that: the privilege to work is a gift, the power to work is a blessing, the love 
of work is success! -David O. McKay



                                                                                                     

We are living in the first moving world. No man has a time or tendency to leave the road if standing under the same 
traffic post. But the way to manage each other, showing the pseudo tender hearts nothing else.

Proceed from traffic post, adhere back to some other vehicle is really strong hurt, a spoil of time & squeezing 
the brain. But once I was with my friend's bike under the traffic post what happened if you have time then let us find 
out.

Just side to our bike one scooty with two cute nymphs stopped the wheels. Looking side I just catch my 
attention. I heard a sweet voice “where is Inox (Multiplex)”. I decided suddenly that I would lead them to the Inox. 
Then I told to come with us 'we are going there'.

Just canceling the shopping & all, I moved with them. Movie was anything but we sat side by side. As newly 
everything going on, I was really very innocent to proceed anything.

Just I started asking - 

What is your Name  Somya Lahari
Where are you staying  Dibya Nagari
What are you reading  Devnagri
Where is you nearby Hill  Brahmagiri.
Where is your trench -   Sagarpuri. Actually what you mean (with anger)???
No no just I want to know some psychology.
What is your strength   I will let you know tomorrow.
What is your weakness  Many Weakness. Like flowers, good spot  etc. 

I could not understand how to enter, because there was no signal from her side. Movie was also going on. One 
propose scene just came. At the same time I asked 'how you like this type of situation'. She stretched her hand 
towards me; I could not understand what was going on.

After some time she put her hand on me, then I could not see anything, I felt the world had changed, the earth 
was just removing from me, I was feeling, I was falling under some wrong place, what to do?? My Whole body was 
trembling. First time this new tactile sensation. Actually her hand was on my eyes & I heard voice if you can't 
control yourself then just close your eyes in this situation. But as the feelings was more I could not lessen the 
intensity of temperature of emotion and asked to put again the hand on me to give me peace in this curved situation. 
She again put her hand on me at this time really I was covered with alcoholic feelings. Being  out of sense  also I 
stretched my hand out, but this situation is so much terrific, I could not understand  where to put my hand, it took 
sometime to decide & finally put it in such a place I was thrown out from the chair, I found myself under the bed & I 
awaked from sleep. All my sweet dreams were vanished.

I knew all this is only due to hang over.
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If Life Would Dream
Parth & Subhashis                                                                                                                           

th
 (11  Batch)

Good people are good because they've come to wisdom through failure. We get very little 
wisdom from success, you know.--William Saroyan



MORAYA
SPARKTECH ENGINEERS

UNDERTAKE JOBWORK ON 

CNC WIRE EDM & SPARK EROSION.

Gat No. 169, Talawade Road, 

Rupeenagar, Pune - 412 114.

Tel. : 020 - 27690148, 30962964, 30962965

Mfg. of Press Tools, 

Press Components, 

Jigs & Fixtures

With Best Compliments From 
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Avoid competency traps. Do not stay only where you are good at things, 

Go out and be challenged. -Andrew Creighton



 

Chandan 

and 

Deepti

01-07-2007

Sengel 

and 

Chandana

26-11-2006

Barenya 

and 

Alaka

27-06-2007
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Wish You A Happy Married LifeWish You A Happy Married Life

You must have long range goals to keep you from being frustrated 

by short range failures. -Charles Noble
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Leisure TimeLeisure Time

Excuses are the nails used to build a house of failure. -Don Wilder and Bill Rechin

CK



Extension of CTTCExtension of CTTC

Kalinga Nagar Kalinga Nagar 

RayagadaRayagada
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Mr. Sibasis Maity (GM, CTTC-Bhubaneswar), 
Mr. R.N. Dash (Dir, DTE&T, Govt. of Orissa),

Mr. S.M. Ahuja (Industrial Advisor E&TR, Govt. of India) & 
Mr. Biswabhussan Harichandan (Min.of Ind. & Law, Govt. of Orissa)

Mr. S.M. Ahuja (Industrial Advisor E&TR, 
Govt. of India)  

Mr. L. Rajashekhar DGM CTTC (Third from right) with team at 
Kalinga Nagar Extension Centre

I'm a great believer in luck, and I find the harder I work, the more I have of it. -
Thomas Jefferson 

Kalinga Nagar Extension Centre

CK
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CTTC Going GlobalCTTC Going Global

Each success only buys an admission ticket to a more difficult problem. - Henry Kissinger

CK
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Mr. L. Rajsekhar
Deputy General Manager

CTTC Bhubaneswar

Mr. L. Rajsekhar Mr. Anil Bhandari
COO, RSB 

Transmission (I) Ltd.

Mr. Anil Bhandari

Mr. K. M. Rajan
Senior Manager, Training

CTTC Bhubaneswar

Mr. K. M. Rajan

Success is not the key to happiness. Happiness is the key to success. 
If you love what you are doing, you will be successful. -Albert Schweitzer

CK
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Sanjit Neeliath - Director
Mobile +91 9960124030 

MOULDS

PRESS TOOLS

JIGS & FIXTURES

DIE CASTING DIES

ENGG. CNC JOB WORKS

With Best Compliments From 

Icon Technologies

M: +91 (0) 98902 03274
T: +91 (0) 20 6631 0397

E: icon_technologies@rediffmail.com

SACHIN GAIKWAD

Office:
Block No. 17, 2nd Floor, Highway Tower Building

Pune-Mumbai Highway, Chinchwad, Pune-411 019

Works:
21/6, D1 Block, MIDC Chinchwad, Pune-411 019

With Best Compliments From 

Manufacturing & Project Management

Plot No. 266, Sector-7, P.C.N.T.D.A,

Bhosari, Pune 411 026

Phone: +91 20 64103776/77

Fax: +91 20 27123047

Email: infor@konzertonline.com

www.konzertonline.com

Konzert Technologies Pvt. Ltd.

It is a mistake to suppose that people succeed through success; 

they often succeed through failures.

Performance Beyond Expectations

CK



 Gala No C-7,Hind Saurashtra Indl Estate.Andheri-Kurla Road,

Marol Naka,Andheri(E),Mumbai-400 059(INDIA)

Email:shrigajanana@powersurfter.net

Tel:91-22-2850 9909

   :91-22-2852 5431

SHRI GAJANANA INDUSTRIES
Mfrs. & Exporters of Plastic Injection Moulds
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With Best Compliments From 

 

10,Sumtinath Industrial Estate, Dumping Road,
Chincholi Bunder, Malad (West), Mumbai - 400 064)

Email: warisent@hotmail.com
  warisent@rediffmail.com

Website: www.indiamart.com/warismoulds
Tel: 6506 2301/Mob:9820055047

WARIS ENTERPRISES

Nisar A. Warsi
Noorwaris N. Warsi

With Best Compliments From 

S
G

I

Mould Makers & CNC Milling Machining
Blowing/Injection Mould For House Hold,

Industrail Items & Thermoware

Our business in life is not to succeed, but to continue to fail in good spirits. 

-Robert Louis Stevenson

CK



B-20, SIDCO Industrial Estate, Hosur  635126. India
Ph. No 04344  394945

 
Contact Person  Mr. Satheesh Kumar

               09345014140
 

 

PRO-M Machining Solutions India Pvt. Ltd.

Design and manufacturing of Hydraulic Machining Fixture 
Design & Manufacturing of Mechanical Machining Fixtures 

Total turn-key projects 
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With Best Compliments From 

Failure doesn't mean you are a failure... 

it just means you haven't succeeded yet. -Robert Schuller

CK



What is a  fuel cell? 

A fuel cell is a device that generates electricity by a chemical reaction. Every fuel cell has two electrodes, one 
positive and one negative, called, respectively, the cathode and anode. The reactions that produce electricity take 
place at the electrodes. 

Every fuel cell also has an electrolyte, which carries electrically charged particles from one electrode to the 
other, and a catalyst, which speeds the reactions at the electrodes. 

Hydrogen is the basic fuel, but fuel cells also require oxygen. One great appeal of fuel cells is that they generate 
electricity with very little pollutionmuch of the hydrogen and oxygen used in generating electricity ultimately 
combine to form a harmless byproduct, namely water. 

One detail of terminology: a single fuel cell generates a tiny amount of direct current (DC) electricity. In 
practice, many fuel cells are usually assembled into a stack. Cell or stack, the principles are the same.

How do fuel cells work? 

The purpose of a fuel cell is to produce an electrical current that can be directed outside the cell to do work, such as 
powering an electric motor or illuminating a light bulb or a city. Because of the way electricity behaves, this current 
returns to the fuel cell, completing an electrical circuit. The chemical reactions that produce this current are the key 
to how a fuel cell works. 

Fuel cells differ from batteries in that they consume reactant, which must be replenished, while batteries store 
electrical energy chemically in a closed system. Additionally, while the electrodes within a battery react and change 
as a battery is charged or discharged, a fuel cell's electrodes are catalytic and relatively stable.
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Fuel Cell

Nothing builds self-esteem and self-confidence like accomplishment. -Bill Hybels



Many combinations of fuel and oxidant are possible. A hydrogen cell uses hydrogen as fuel and oxygen as 
[1]

oxidant. Other fuels include hydrocarbons and alcohols. Other oxidants include air, chlorine and chlorine dioxide.

In other cell types the oxygen picks up electrons and then travels through the electrolyte to the anode, where it 
combines with hydrogen ions. 

The electrolyte plays a key role. It must permit only the appropriate ions to pass between the anode and cathode. 
If free electrons or other substances could travel through the electrolyte, they would disrupt the chemical reaction.

Whether they combine at anode or cathode, together hydrogen and oxygen form water, which drains from the 
cell. As long as a fuel cell is supplied with hydrogen and oxygen, it will generate electricity. 

Even better, since fuel cells create electricity chemically, rather than by combustion, they are not subject to the 
thermodynamic laws that limit a conventional power plant. Therefore, fuel cells are more efficient in extracting 
energy from a fuel. Waste heat from some cells can also be harnessed, boosting system efficiency still further. 

APPLICATIONS:

There are many uses for fuel cells  right now, all of the major automakers are working to commercialize a fuel 
cell car. Fuel cells are powering buses, boats, trains, planes, scooters, forklifts, even bicycles. There are fuel cell-
powered vending machines, vacuum cleaners and highway road signs. Miniature fuel cells for cellular phones, 
laptop computers and portable electronics are on their way to market. Hospitals, credit card centers, police stations, 
and banks are all using fuel cells to provide power to their facilities. Wastewater treatment plants and landfills are 
using fuel cells to convert the methane gas they produce into electricity. Telecommunications companies are 
installing fuel cells at cell phone, radio and 911 towers. The possibilities are endless. 

For monthly updates on the latest fuel cell developments in all applications, sign-up (use the box to the far right 
of this page) to receive Fuel Cells 2000's monthly technology updates via email. 

Stationary:

More than 2500 fuel cell systems have been installed all over the world  in hospitals, 
nursing homes, hotels, office buildings, schools, utility power plants - either connected 
to the electric grid to provide supplemental power and backup assurance for critical 
areas, or installed as a grid-independent generator for on-site service in areas that are 
inaccessible by power lines. 

Fuel cell power generation systems in operation today achieve 40 percent fuel-to-
electricity efficiency utilizing hydrocarbon fuels. Since fuel cells operate silently, they 
reduce noise pollution as well as air pollution and when the fuel cell is sited near the 
point of use, its waste heat can be captured for beneficial purposes (cogeneration).  In large-scale building systems, 
these fuel cell cogeneration systems can reduce facility energy service costs by 20% to 40% over conventional 
energy service and increase efficiency to 85 percent. Check out our database of worldwide stationary fuel cell 

installations. 

Telecommunications - With the use of computers, the Internet, and communication networks 
steadily increasing, there comes a need for more reliable power than is available on the current 
electrical grid, and fuel cells have proven to be up to 99.999% (five nines) reliable. Fuel cells can 
replace batteries to provide power for 1kW to 5kW telecom sites without noise or emissions, and 
are durable, providing power in sites that are either hard to access or are subject to inclement 
weather.  Such systems would be used to provide primary or backup power for telecom switch 
nodes, cell towers, and other electronic systems that would benefit from on-site, direct DC power 
supply. 

Landfills/Wastewater Treatment Plants/Breweries - Fuel cells currently operate at landfills and wastewater 
treatment plants across the country, proving themselves as a valid technology for reducing emissions and 
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If you don't quit, and don't cheat, and don't run home when trouble arrives, you can only win. 
-Shelley Long



generating power from the methane gas they produce. They are also installed at several breweries - Sierra Nevada, 
Kirin, Asahi and Sapporo. Untreated brewery effluent can undergo anaerobic digestion, which breaks down 
organic compounds to generate methane, a hydrogen rich fuel. 

 Transportation

Cars - All the major automotive manufacturers have a fuel cell vehicle either in 
development or in testing right now, and several have begun leasing and testing in larger 
quantities. Automakers and experts speculate that the fuel cell vehicle will not be 
commercialized until at least 2010. Check out our page on Benefits for Transportation and 
for a comprehensive chart showcasing all the fuel cell vehicles ever demonstrated, visit our 
Charts page.

 Buses - Over the last four years, more than 50 fuel cell buses have been demonstrated in North and South 
America, Europe, Asia and Australia. Fuel cells are highly efficient, so even if the hydrogen is produced from 
fossil fuels, fuel cell buses can reduce transit agencies' CO2 emissions. And emissions are truly zero if the 
hydrogen is produced from renewable electricity, which greatly improves local air quality. Because the fuel cell 
system is so much quieter than a diesel engine, fuel cell buses significantly reduce noise pollution as well. For a 
comprehensive chart on fuel cell buses, click here. 

Scooters - In spite of their small size, many scooters are pollution powerhouses. Gas-
powered scooters, especially those with two-stroke engines, produce tailpipe emissions at a 
rate disproportionate to their small size. These two-stroke scooters produce almost as much 
particulate matter and significantly more hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide as a heavy 
diesel truck.  Fuel cell scooters running on hydrogen will eliminate emissions - in India and 
Asia where many of the population use them - this is a great application for fuel cells. 

Forklifts/Materials Handling - Besides reducing emissions, fuel cell forklifts have 
potential to effectively lower total logistics cost since they require minimal refilling and significantly less 
maintenance than electric forklifts, whose batteries must be periodically charged, refilled with water, and 
replaced. Due to the frequent starting and stopping during use, electric forklifts also experience numerous 
interruptions in current input and output - fuel cells ensure constant power delivery and performance, eliminating 
the reduction in voltage output that occurs as batteries discharge. 

Auxiliary Power Units (APUs) - Today's heavy-duty trucks are equipped with a large number of electrical 
appliancesfrom heaters and air conditioners to computers, televisions, stereos, even refrigerators and microwaves.  
To power these devices while the truck is parked, drivers often must idle the engine.  The Department of Energy 
(DOE) has estimated the annual fuel and maintenance costs of idling a heavy-duty truck at over $1,800 and that 
using fuel cell APUs in Class 8 trucks would save 670 million gallons of diesel fuel per year and 4.64 million tons 
of CO2 per year.

Trains - Fuel cells are being developed for mining locomotives since they produce no emissions. An 
international consortium is developing the world's largest fuel cell vehicle, a 109 metric-ton, 1 MW locomotive for 
military and commercial railway applications.

Planes - Fuel cells are an attractive option for aviation since they produce zero or low emissions and make 
barely any noise. The military is especially interested in this application because of the low noise, low thermal 
signature and ability to attain high altitude. Companies like Boeing are heavily involved in developing a fuel cell 
plane. 

Boats - For each liter of fuel consumed, the average outboard motor produces 140 times the hydrocarbons 
produced by the average modern car. Fuel cell engines have higher energy efficiencies than combustion engines, 
and therefore offer better range and significantly reduced emissions. Iceland has committed to converting its vast 
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I don't know the key to success, but the key to failure is trying to please everybody. 

-Bill Cosby



fishing fleet to use fuel cells to provide auxiliary power by 2015 and, eventually, to provide primary power in its 
boats.  

Portable Power 

Fuel cells can provide power where no electric grid is available, plus they are quiet, so 
using one instead of a loud, polluting generator at a campsite would not only save emissions, 
but it won't disturb nature, or your camping neighbors. Portable fuel cells are also being used 
in emergency backup power situations and military applications. They are much lighter than 
batteries and last a lot longer, especially imporant to soldiers carrying heavy equipment in the 
field. 

 Consumer Electronics- Fuel cells will change the 
telecommuting world, powering cellular phones, laptops and palm pilots hours longer 
than batteries. Companies have already demonstrated fuel cells that can power cell phones 
for 30 days with out recharging and laptops for 20 hours. Other applications for micro fuel 
cells include pagers, video recorders, portable power tools, and low power remote devices 
such as hearing aids, smoke detectors, burglar alarms, hotel locks and meter readers. 
These miniature fuel cells generally run on methanol, an inexpensive wood alcohol also 
used in windshield wiper fluid. 

 Careers In the Fuel Cell Industry

You may be wondering how to begin a career in the fuel cell industry.  There are several different paths, 
depending on what you like to do.  As you read the descriptions, remember that there is some crossover of abilities 
of the different fields. These crossovers depend on the specialization of the education system as well as the 
specialization within a given profession.

 Electrochemical Engineering and Electrochemistry

Electrochemical engineering and electrochemistry are closely related. These are the scientists who most fully 
understand the inner workings and are improving the individual fuel cells and stacks as a whole.  They perform the 
diagnostics that determine which parts of the fuel cell or stack need improvement and which parts perform well. 
Electrochemical engineers also model the system to account for changes in heat losses, reactants, products, and 
power.

Mechanical/Automotive Engineering: Mechanical engineers design fuel cell “systems”. They design the 
piping and sizing of the system to fit the fuel cell and all its needed components into a certain configuration.  
Automotive engineers incorporate the fuel cell system into a car, deciding the size of the system and the power 
requirements for cars, buses, and heavy-duty equipment.

 Physicists/Chemist: Physicists and chemists determine the behavior of reactants at the atomic level given 
their knowledge of molecular structures and different types of bonding.  This understanding allows scientists to 
explain why some catalysts are better than others and to determine which elements or alloys will make the best 
catalysts.

 Polymer Engineering: Polymers are plastics and are the basic building block of paints, rubbers, and synthetic 
fibers. Polymer engineers design the chain structures of the polymers and attaching distinct chemical compounds 
that give the polymer special characteristics. For example, the Nafion membrane used in PEMFCs has sulfate ions 

+
attached to the chains. These ions promote the passage of protons (H ).

 Material Science: Material scientists design and develop better catalysts, more conductive membranes, and 
lighter, stronger, and less corrosive stack components.  For example, methanol is a corrosive fuel that dries-out 
rubber parts in a system (o-rings, hoses, gaskets), causing them to fail.  Material scientists fabricate materials that 
will perform the same functions as the old parts but withstand the effects of methanol.
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 Ceramic Engineering

Ceramics are usually thought of in terms of tiles and china but they also include glass, graphite (carbon), cement 
(concrete), and applications of oxides.  Ceramic engineers understand the properties of ceramics and can design 
them with more desirable characteristics for solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs).

 Fluid Flow Engineering: A fuel cell's reactants (fuel, oxidants) need to evenly access the electrode catalyst.  A 
fluid flow engineer can map the fuel pathway in a fuel cell stack, using predictions of pressure gradients, to make 
sure that the fluid path is “optimal”  minimizing the waste of fuel.

 Controls Engineering; Not only must the flow of fuel be carefully controlled to obtain the best performance, 
the cell and fuels must be maintained at specific temperatures.  Chemical and mechanical engineers determine the 
flowrate and the temperature settings and specify the type of control system, while electrical/computer engineers 
design hardware, write software, and program the remote controls of the system.

The fuel cell industry is growing and there are many roles a person can play, depending on your specialization 
and creativity.  One of the great things about being a scientist or engineer is that your skills are versatile and you can 
easily cross over into another field once you have an understanding of certain basic principles.  It's all out there for 
anyone who is interestedyou just have to provide the determination and the perseverance.

There are several kinds of fuel cells, and each operates a bit differently. But in general terms, hydrogen atoms 
enter a fuel cell at the anode where a chemical reaction strips them of their electrons. The hydrogen atoms are now 
“ionized,” and carry a positive electrical charge. The negatively charged electrons provide the current through 
wires to do work. If alternating current (AC) is needed, the DC output of the fuel cell must be routed through a 
conversion device called an inverter. 

Oxygen enters the fuel cell at the cathode and, in some cell types (like the one illustrated above), it there 
combines with electrons returning from the electrical circuit and hydrogen ions that have traveled through the 
electrolyte from the anode. In other cell types the oxygen picks up electrons and then travels through the electrolyte 
to the anode, where it combines with hydrogen ions. 
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Iscar Cutting Tools 
Carbide cutting tools & CNC tooling Systems 
Authorised Stockist : 

Mihir Engineering Enterprises 
 

A-1/5 , Gajlaxmi Housing Society , Aranyeshwar Road, 
Sahakarnagar No. 1, Pune 411009 
Tele Fax No.- (020 ) 24227234 
E-mail : mihirengg@rediffmail.com 

With Best Compliments From 

God gave us two ends. One to sit on and one to think with. Success depends on which one 
you use; heads you win - tails, you lose. -Anonymous



There is a famous story of a poor farmer who one day discovers in the nest of his pet hen a golden egg.  
The egg is pure gold! The farmer could not believe his good fortune.  He became more anxious the following 
days to have more and more golden eggs and the experience repeated, day after day. Awaken and rush to the 
nest and finds another gold egg and so on.  He becomes richer and richer.

But with his increasing wealth he became greedy and impatient, could not able to wait day after day for the 
golden eggs.  The farmer decided to kill the hen and get all the eggs at once.  But when he opened the hen he found it 
empty.  There were no golden eggs and there was no way to get any more.  The farmer destroyed the hen that 
produces the golden egg.

In the above story there is a natural law i.e. the basic definition of effectiveness.  Most people see 
effectiveness from the golden egg paradigm; the more you produce, the more you do, the more effective you are.

But as the story shows, true effectiveness is a function of two things; what is produced (the golden egg) and the 
producing asset or capacity to produce (the hen); the person, the equipments etc.

If you adopt a process of getting golden eggs and neglect the hen, you will soon be without the assets that 
produce the golden egg.  On the other hand if you only take care of the hen with no aim towards the golden eggs 
very soon you will have nothing to even to feed the hen as well as you.

Effectiveness lies in the balance - what we call the P/ PC balance. 'P' stands for the 'PRODUCTION' of desired 
results the golden egg.  'PC' stands for “PRODUCTION CAPABILITY” the ability or asset that produces the 
golden egg.  

Basically there are three kinds of assets i.e. physical, financial and human, let's look at each of them. 

We installed a CNC Milling machine with latest configuration (Physical asset).  We used it over and over and 
extracted maximum output without doing anything for its maintenance.  The machine worked nicely for two years, 
but then it began to break down.  When we tried to revive with service, we discovered the machine has lost over half 
of its original power capacity.  Had we invested in PC in maintaining the asset (Hen) we would still be enjoying its 
'P' (Golden egg) the output.  Many times for short term returns/ results, we often ruin a physical assets - costly 
machines, computers, bikes even our body or our environment.  Keeping 'P' and 'PC' in balance makes a 
tremendous difference in the effective use of physical assets. 

EFFECTIVENESS LIES 
IN BALANCING BOTH 'P' AND 'PC'
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Mr. S.K.Rout, MBA-HRD
Placement I/c

CTTC, Bhubaneswar

Failure doesn't mean you are a failure it just means you haven't succeeded yet.

 -Robert H. Schuller



It also enormously impacts the effective use of financial assets, very few of us think about effective use of our 
financial assets i.e. 'income'. Most of the people never invade principle to increase their standard of the leaving, to 
get more golden eggs.  The decreasing principle decreases power to produce interest or income.  Gradually the 
capital becomes smaller and smaller and at a point of time it does not give any additional income.  

The most important financial asset in our skill i.e. PC. If we are stagnant and nothing doing to nurture our skill 
(hen), gradually we are locked to our present situation. As the time changes, it becomes difficult for us to fight with 
the competition and make a place for our own.  Finally we became a burden for the society and declared as non 
efficient.

The P/PC balance is most important in case of the human assets also because finally human being only controls 
both the forgoing assets.

When two persons got married, they only visualize the benefits (Golden egg) out of the marriage.  Marriage 
will be able to produce the golden eggs only when there is sensitiveness, kindness, dependence, love, faith, sacrifice 
and courtesy between the two.  Their characteristics tend to deep relationship. If both of the couple began to 
manipulate each other, to focus on their own needs, to justify their own position and look for collecting evidence to 
show the wrongness of other person, the love, the softness, belief on each other deteriorates as a result the hen 
becomes sicker day by day.

In case of “Father-child” relationship same thing also takes place; most of the parents do not give due respect to 
the child's interest.  They try to mould the child as per their wish.  But finally when the child comes to realize the 
happenings, he does not try to help them, respect them and finally becomes on his own.

Suppose you want your daughter (Production Capacity) to offer you glass of clean and bacteria free water P 
(Production). If you have proper balance between 'P' and 'PC' your daughter will offer you bacteria free water 
happily (with mixing of affection).  

In organizations maintaining balance between 'P' and 'PC' is most important.  Most of the times we see in an 
organization an employee does his best and gives the best output (golden egg).  Gradually he notices that his best 
effort is helping others to become lethargic and developing shirking attitude. This atmosphere ultimately leads to 
frustration and the production capacity (PC) decreases.  As a whole the organization suffers. 

Now almost all the organizations are taking lots of care about the customer, particularly the external customer.  
They develop all the systems, so that they will be able to justify the slogan “customer is the king” the first principle 
of Total Quality Management” but they completely neglect the people/employee who are directly dealing with the 
customers.  The PC principle is to always treat your employees as the best customer of your organization because 
they are the PC.

You can buy a person's hand but you can't buy his heart.  His heart is where his enthusiasm, his loyalty etc. are.

To maintain the P/PC balance, the balance between the golden egg (P) and the health & welfare of the hen 
(Production capacity) is often a difficult task, but it is the most essential component of effectiveness.
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If you're not failing every now and again, it's a sign you're not doing anything very 
innovative. -Woody Allen



Amiya Kumar Mohaty                                                                                       
TH9  BATCH
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Failures are divided into those who thought and never did, and those 

who did and never thought.
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Ever tried. Ever failed. No matter. Try Again. Fail again. Fail better. 

-Samuel Beckett 



Godhuli bela sandhya
Suni sankha ra garjana
Sabu chadi mu dhaili
Se pabitra mandali re misili

Khanjani sange mridanga
Adbhuta se prasange
Bhibhor kare mote aaji
Mo kalia ra alingana

Aehi biswas o dhridata
Kath ra eihi mo prerana
Jagata ra natha - tumhe satya
Jiteiba jeebana ra sabu judhya

Amba sada sheera re pikai
Tahare kadali doli
Sandesh mokhai tahare
Hapush hupush sabda
Chariade nistabda
Pimpudi kandi mo jae potre
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Kalia Tumhe Satya
Sutapa Pati

Translation of Bengali children's poem 
by Rabindra Nath Tagore

By Mayur Mohapatra

A man may fail many times but he isn't a failure until he begins to blame somebody 
else. -J. Paul Getty
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Examination!      Examination!      Examination !

Students nearest relation
It makes them tension
For their future action

Teachers have their attention
To cover there portion

Examination!      Examination!      Examination !

Mother has tension
To make real preparation

Father has intension
For a good occupation

It makes both botheration

Examination!      Examination!      Examination !

Friends are relation
It brings them into agitation
Can we free from corruption

Yes through spiritual education
We get certain relaxation

Examination!      Examination!      Examination !

Examination !

Kalpana Nayak

I don't measure a man's success by how high he climbs but how high 
he bounces when he hits bottom. -George S. Patton
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SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENTS OF CTTC-BHUBANESWAR 

(July 2007-June 2008)

ü Summer Vacation (2006-07) training programme conducted for 1482 Engineering students including 
292 girls. These students are from 51 Engineering Colleges and from 11 different States. 

ü Machining of import substitute core insert and core sleeve for imported cap mould for a SSI unit , M/s 
Plenco Closures (P) Ltd, Mumbai.

ü Inspection of cutting tool holder and tool profile of a SSI, The Lagan Jute Machinery Co Ltd, Kolkata.

ü Manufacturing of Die Plate for compound tool of a Kolkata based SSI, M/s Sujata Electric Pvt Ltd.

ü  Rectification of Piercing Press Tool for a SSI unit, M/s S.K.Aluminium, Berhampur , manufacturer of 
aluminium utensils.

ü Wire EDM of steel Block for Jaw (Import substitute) for a Kolkata based SSI unit, M/s Dutta & Dasgupta.

ü CNC Wire EDM of base frame pocket cutting used in a Scientific Instrument for R&D purpose. The job was 
of 5 micron accuracy which was done for a local SSI unit, M/s B.B.Dey & Co, Bhubaneswar.

ü  A special training programme of one year duration in Advance Machining started for 37 (thirty seven) 
under privileged students from KBK district sponsored by Orissa State Employment Mission.

ü  Designed and manufactured a Progressive Tool for mounting plate used in electronic industry for a 
Kolkata based SSI, M/s Sujata Electricals (P) Ltd.

ü Design modification of fire bricks die for a local SSI, M/s Manishree Refractories & Ceramics (P) Ltd, 
Cuttack.

ü  Memorandum of Understanding has been signed with the Govt. of Orissa to start an Extension Centre 
of CTTC at Utkalmani Gopabandhu Institute of Technology, Rayagada in the KBK area. Skill 
Upgradation Courses shall be conducted in the proposed extension centre.

ü Tailor made training programme on “Heat treatment and Surface finishing” conducted for 17 
lectureres of Different Engineering Schools and Polytechnics sponsored by Director of Technical 
Education & Training, Orissa.

ü Got an order to conduct international training programme in Tool Engineering and CAD/CAM from 
HMT International to train 17 participants from Zimbabwe. The order is worth Rs.128.00 lakhs to be 
completed in one and half years including development of Course materials.

ü  One set of high security number plate die sample for motor vehicle manufactured for a local SSI unit, 
M/s Rayson Midroad Signcraft (P) Ltd, Bhubaneswar. This is an import substitute

ü One year Certificate Course in Basic Machine Operation started exclusively for 60 Scheduled Tribe 
students sponsored by SC/ST Development Department of Govt. of Orissa.

ü Summer Vacation (2007-08) training programme completed for 1776 Engineering students including 
309 girls, 94 SC and 49 ST students. These students were from 88 Engineering Colleges and from 17 
different States. This is the highest number of trainees the Tool Room has ever handled at a time.

ü Machining of two nos. of fixtures ordered by M/s Ashoka Industries, a Kolkata based SSI unit for doing 
milling operation on miniature components developed for Defence sector. 

ü Consultancy provided to one SSI unit, M/s Rayson's Midroad Signcraft Pvt Ltd, Bhubaneswar for 
designing, implementing and maintaining ISO 9001:2000 Quality Management System. Training and 
assistance also provided to the unit to conduct internal audit and the unit has been certified to ISO 9001:2000

The secret to success is to start from scratch and keep on scratching. 

-Dennis Green
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Greetings from Deep Within...

A word of encouragement during a failure is worth more than 

an hour of praise after success.



Greetings from Deep Within...
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Good people are good because they've come to wisdom through failure. We get very 
little wisdom from success, you know. -William Saroyan



Greetings from Deep Within...
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In order to succeed, your desire for success should be greater than 

your fear of failure. -Bill Cosby



`

TOTAL TOOLING SOLUTIONS

RADIX DIES & MOULDS PVT. LTD. 
An ISO 9000:2001 Certified Company

We take this opportunity to introduce ourself as Quality 

& Precision Oriented Company in Injection Moulds, 

Press Tools, Pressure Die Casting, Blow Moulds, 

Rubber Moulds, etc

COMPANY

PROFILE

Highlights

Window Person ?

?

 (020) 27123788 / 9881748377
Rao Sunkara Giridhar

Capacity 

Plastic Moulds 50T ~ 650T                              Press Tools  ~  150T

Die cas ting 350 ~  450                                        M oulding ~ 100T

Forthcoming Plans

How to reach us

?
?
?
?

Component Analysis, Design & Development 

Mould Flow Analysis (Outsourced)

Manufacturing (Machining to Assembly)

Trials & Product Approval

Our Esteemed Customers 
DIRECT INDIRECT

ALSO WE ATTEND PREVENTIVE, PERIODIC & PREDICTIVE TOOL MAINTENANCE

Tooling Development from Design to Product Approval

Y3 

Expansion of Tooling facility by adding another

VMC, Wirwcutting, EDM Machines
Expansion of Moulding facility for Production

by adding 150T, 210T Injection Moulding Machines. 

PCMC MIDC
P u n e  M u mb a i  H i g h w a y

N as hi k  P hat a

Landew adi  Chow k

RADIX

B hos ar i
P une - N as i k  H i ghw ay

P hi l i ps

P hi l i ps  R oad

Te lc o  Roa d

Plot No.111, BG Block, M.I.D.C., Philips Road, Bhosari, Pune 411026. Maharashtra. India.

Email : Rao.Radix@gmail.com, radixdiesmoulds@rediffmail.com

T ec hno-Logi c al l y  Y our s

?

?

(HAAS - USA)

    (VF3 - YT)
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With Best Compliments From 

The man who has done his level best... is a success, 
even though the world may write him down a failure. -B.C. Forbes
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With Best Compliments From 

Don't aim for success if you want it; 

just do what you love and believe in, and it will come naturally. -David Frost 
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With Best Compliments From 

ELTECH ENGINEERS

Success is the ability to go from one failure to another with no loss of enthusiasm. 
-Sir Winston Churchill
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With Best Compliments From 

Anger blows out the candle of the mind. -R. G. Ingersoll



SHIVAJI TECHNOLOGIES

KENNAMETAL (INDIA) LTD.

                   (TOTAL SOLUTION IN MACHINING.)

Shop No - 4 Adhiraj Co-op Hsg Soc, Vanaz Chwk, 

Paud Rd, Pune -411029.

Tel - 020- 25382522 Tel-Fax - 02025388738. 

Email : 

Authorised Channel Partners for :

Carbide Metal Cutting Tools & Accessories.

Dealers : Solid Carbide tools/Special purpose tools.

Cont Person : Rahul Dhad.

Partner.

shivajitech@vsnl.net
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With Best Compliments From 

A man may fall many times, but he won't be a failure until he says that 
someone pushed him. -Elmer G. Letterman
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Zoeb R.

INDIAN TOOLS

CORPORATION
"Commerce House" 567, Nana Peth,

 Pune - 411 002

Tel.: 6336693, 6336005, 6336073

Fax: (020) 6356516

Res.: 6835498 (M):  9422023996

Dealers in:

Machine & Precision Tools, 

Hardeare, Paints, 

G.I. Pipe & Fittings, 

Bearing and Rubber Products, 

Industrial and Govt. Suppliers

With Best Compliments From 

 

DISTRIBUTOR FOR SECO TOOLS I PVT LTD

 

 VIJAYA PLT NO 8 PADMACHAYA SOC 

CHAVANNAGAR SHANKAWADI PUNE - 43

TEL-9422008016 / 24372495

JUPITER TOOLS 

With Best Compliments From 

One important key to success is self-confidence. 
An important key to self-confidence is preparation." -Arthur Ashe
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With Best Compliments From 

3, Sumitra Apartments

8/13 Erandawane, Pune 411 004

Mob: 09422301894

Tel/Fax:020-25448960

Authorised Dealers for

It takes time to succeed because success is merely the natural reward of 
taking time to do anything well." -Joseph Ross



ACCU SHARP

MFG & REGRINDING ALL TYPE OF 

CUTTING TOOLS HSS & 
CARBIDE.

PARAS CO-OP IND ESTATE, PLOT NO 71/1B/11, 
NEXT TO JBM TOOLS 

TELCO ROAD, MIDC, BHOSARI, PUNE 26.

M.I.SHEKH
9371003602
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W
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i ent

Bhaguji Phuge Estate, Near Dena Bank, 
Pune - Nasik Highway, Bhosari, Pune - 411 039.

Tel. : 020 - 27119452

MFG. OF ALL TYPES OF 
JIG FIXTURES, CYLINDRICAL

GRINDING & MACHINING 
JOB WORK.

NAMRATA ENGINEERS

With Best Compliments from

Accept the challenges, so that you may feel the exhilaration of victory. 
-General George S. Patton
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With Best Compliments From 

You never fail until you stop trying. -Florence Griffith Joyner
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With Best Compliments From 

The greatest mistake you can make in this life is to be 

continually fearing you will make one. -Elbert Hubbard



Plot No. 2, 'S' Block, M.I.D.C.,

Bhosari, Pune - 411 026.

Telefax : (O) - 020 - 27110135

Tel. : (O) - 020 - 27111585

(M) : 9822334481

e-mail id : hitechpune1@vsnl.net

Hitech Engineers
Checking guage (BIW & BIB)

Tool Mfg.

Fixtures (BIW & BIB)

Digitising on Renishaw Cyclone

Reverse Engineering

CNC Machining on

Deckel Maho, HAAS &

HARTFORD PRO 3000 (3m x 1.5m)
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With Best Compliments From 

Life is a series of collisions with the future; 
it is not the sum of what we have been, but what we yearn to be. -Jose Ortega y Gasset



  

8,Shramjivi Udyog Bhavan,Opp. Indiana Bakery Katch Pada.

Malad(W) Mumbai-400 064

Email:helmec@yahoo.co.in

Tel:5625 7674

Telfax:2844 2063

Hemlec Industries
Mfg. of Plastic Mould

Monish Raut
rmonish@hotmail.com

38-D,Govt Industrial Estate,Charkop

Kandivali(W),Mumbai-400 067,India

Tel:2860 9611/22,Fax 2860 9633

Email:routengg@vsnl.net

 

Raut

Nilkant Raut

Engineering Pvt. Ltd.
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With Best Compliments From 

With Best Compliments From 

Remember that you are needed. There is at least one important work to be done that will 
not be done unless you do it. -Charles L. Allen
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NAME BATCH MOBILE E MAIL LOCATION COMPANY 

ABANIKANTA SAHOO 2ND 9822876093 abanikant@gmail.com PUNE RSB Global
B.P.ROUT 9850660669 bishnu2000@yahoo.com PUNE               Saint Gobain Sekurit India Ltd

NIRMAL NAYAK 9822750528 nirmal_nayak@rediffmail.com PUNE RSB Global

SATYABRAT DAS 9860000852 dassatya1@rediffmail.com AURANGABAD Ford ( INDIA ) 

DILIP KU. KAYASTA 3RD 9822750495 dilip_k123@rediffmail.com PUNE RSB Global

SISIR KU. MALLICK 9850965467 sisirmallick@rediffmail.com PUNE Caparo Engg India Pvt Ltd

SOVANKANTA PADHI 4TH 9371199009 sovanpadhi@gmail.com PUNE RSB Global

SUSHIL MOHAPATRA 9923078438 m.sushil@gmail.com PUNE I Veeteese Technologies

CHANDAN SAMAL 5TH 9422358004 samalchandan@rediffmail.com PUNE I Design

VIJAYRATNA BODA 8613115033902 vijayratnakumar@rediffmail.com CHINA

UMAKANTA SAHOO 9850725917 mailuma@indiatimes.com PUNE SEMCO             

JALADHAR SAHOO 9890902681 sahujaladhar@rediffmail.com PUNE TAPS             

SIBABRAT NAYAK                    9881497358 snayak@visteon-jv.com GERMANY TATA VESTEON     

BARENYA PTTANAIK 9890169055 barenya2rediffmail.com PUNE MIND Industries      

CHITARANJAN SWAIN 9970321167 swainchitaranjan@yahoo.co.in PUNE SEMCO     

SAMBIT KU SAHOO 9881290626 mailme189@yahoo.com PUNE SEMCO     

SAROJ DASH 9960265139 sarojdash166@rediffmail.com PUNE TATA VESTEON   

TAPAN PATRA 9823245501 ttapan@rediffmail.com PUNE MINDA Industries  

BASUDEV MAHARANA 9423214950 basudev_moharana@onwardsgroup.com PUNE Onward Technologies

JAYASHANKAR NAYAK 8TH 9850103549 jayasankar.nayak@gmail.com PUNE Cyret Technologies

ANUPAM ADHIKARY 9894745364 anupam.adhikary@gmail.com CHENNAI Catervpillar

RAMCHANDRA BASKEY 9890563153 rcbaskey@rediffmail.com PUNE Mahindra Automotive steels

jJAYAPRAKASH DAS 9922488095 jpdas_260@rediffmail.com PUNE Lucky Engoneering

BIBHU P.PATTAJOSHI 9317584671 bibhu2@rediffmail.com PUNE FMGIL

S.S.SOREN 9960254968 soren_ial@yahoo.com PUNE Renishaw Metrological

DHIRENDU PATTANAIK 9994498939 dhirendu@rediffmail.com PUNE Ashok Leyland , Hosur

S.P.MOHANTY 9822750529 satyaspm123@rediffmail.com PUNE RSB Global

ABHIMANYU KAR 9850967286 a_karcttc@yahoo.co.in PUNE Miji Components

SABYASACHI RATHA 9825778262 mailratha259@yahooo.com BARODA

SANTOSH KU. ROUT 9TH 9850135204 santosh_cttc@rediffmail.com PUNE Caparo Engg India Pvt Ltd

BISWARANJAN BARIK 9921431384 biswa_bkp@yahoo.com PUNE Comau (India) Pvt Ltd

K. RAMPRASAD 9860383711 ramprasad_vizag@rediffmail.com PUNE RSB Global

AMIYA KU. MOHANTY 9850132770 amiya_lipu@rediffmail.com PUNE Onward Technologies

ALUMNUS PRESENT IN 'CTTCIAN'S 1ST ALUMNI MEET ON 14TH AUGUST 2005'

Success is the good fortune that comes from aspiration, 
desperation, perspiration and inspiration. -Evan Esar
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NARES .KU NAIK 9890301977 naik_nkumar@yahoo.com PUNE Segula Technologies

SUMANTA SUBUDHI 9873937327 sumanta_327@rediffmail.com DELHI Maruti Udyog , 

JYOTIRANJAN BISWAL 9860585034 biswaljyoti@rediffmail.com MUMBAI Glow tech Moulds

RANJIT SINGH 9885782882 ranjit_kabi@rediffmail.com HYDRABAD Tecumseh(I) Pvt Ltd

SUBRAT BHANJA 9893441422 skb_286@yahoo.co.in INDORE Eicher Motors

SHAILESH KUMAR 10TH 9371072748 shaileshdtdm@yahoo.co.in PUNE RSB Global

R.N.PRADHANI 9423201318 rabipradhani@rediffmail.com THANE Eicher Dam

MANASH DASH 9422535703 manash_dash@rediffmail.com PUNE RSB Global

AMARESH KUMAR 9326474850 amarnitish@yahoo.com MUMBAI

TARUNPRAVA ROUT 9972303740 tarun_rout@rediffmail.com BANGALORE Valvo

MANAS R. MALLICK 9885913295 manasranjan_355@rediffmail.com HYDRABAD SATYAM

SATYABRAT ACHARY 9371072748 satya367@gmail.com PUNE ADD Gel

SWANOOP KU.MALLICK 9422540745 swanoop09@yahoo.co.in PUNE HAL Sunabeda

SANDEEP CHOUDHARY 9371074353 sandeep_375@rediffmail.com PUNE RSB Global              

SWAYAMDEEPTA swayadeepta@gmail.com MUMBAI GODREJ

RASANAND SOREN 020-30940393 soren381@rediffmail.com PUNE RSB Global

PUNIT S. BARLA onpunit@yahoo.co.in PUNE

SASANKA BISWAL 9427342565

SUBHASISH MOHANTY 11TH 9890411694 subhashis_mohanty@rediffmail.com PUNE International Auto Ltd

CH.P.S.NANDA 9890419710 partha_445@rediffmail.com PUNE International Auto Ltd

M.HUSHAIN 9822976396 mustak_bbsr@rediffmail.com PUNE International Auto Ltd

RAKESH MISHRA 9822323817 mishra.rakeshkumar@rediffmail.com PUNE RSB Transmisson

RAKESH DAS 9370114457 rakesh_431@rediffmail.com PUNE RSB Transmisson

SUJIT PAL  9326473237 sujitpal@engineers.com MUMBAI

FANIBHUSHAN MOHANTY 9850658361 funny_dreamfinder@rediffmail.com MUMBAI Mtech Moulds

JANMEJAYA PANDA 9823778581 janmejayapanda@rediffmail.com PUNE Miji Components

BIPIN MALLICK - bipin_mallick@rediffmail.com PUNE Mtech Moulds

BISWAJIT MALLICK 9325508521 biswajitlitan@rediffmail.com PUNE TATA Motors

DILLIP BEHERA 9327909496 dilip_love@yahoo.co.in PUNE

PADMAJA TRIPATY 9370182474 pinky4uin@rediffmail.com PUNE

BISWAJIT PRADHAN - biswajit_443@gmail.com PUNE RSB Transmisson

S.A.BURHAN 9822833948 PUNE RSB Transmisson

NIRAJ ACHARYA 9326001564 niraj_444@rediffmail.com PUNE RSB Transmisson

RATIKANTA SAHOO  9850496426 ratikanta_84@rediffmail.com PUNE Miji Components

SUKANTA KU NAIK 12 TH 9890452132 sukanta76@yahoo.com PUNE Conex Avio Auto

I cannot give you the formula for success, but I can give you the formula for failure--which 
is: Try to please everybody. -Herbert Bayard Swope
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AMIT MOHAPATRA 9890555720 PUNE Conex Avio Auto

AJAY KU NAYAK - ajay451@rediffmail.com PUNE Conex Avio Auto

SUJIT BEHERA 9860339663 sujitbehera_1216@yahoo.co.in PUNE Conex Avio Auto

CH.SANMUKH RAO - sammblues@yahoo.com PUNE Conex Avio Auto

ABHISHEK MOHAPATRA 9860279802 chick_chickun@yahoo.com PUNE Conex Avio Auto

MURALIDAHR BEHERA - muralib463.yahoo.co.in PUNE Conex Avio Auto

DEEPAK ACHARYA - deepakmantu4u@yahoo.com PUNE

JANA RANJAN MOHAPATRA 9850072674 jnn_mohapatra@yahoo.co.in PUNE

MUKES CHAHATRAY 9890369989 mukeshk476@yahoo.co.in PUNE Render India

CHANDRAKANT SAHOO 9823778578 sahu_chandrakant-smart@yahoo.com PUNE Render India

RAGHUNATH KHTEI 9370071483 raghunathkhatei@gmail.com MUMBAI ASB International

BISWAJIT MOHAPATRA 13TH 9960390541 biswajit_dtdm2003@rediffmail.com PUNE LUMAX

DIPTIRANJAN BEHERA 9860390541 dipu_onluyours@yahoo.com PUNE IAI

SUDARSHAN BEHERA sudarshanbehera@yahoo.co.in PUNE LUMAX

RAJESH BARIK rajeshbarik@yahoo.com PUNE IAI

KUMAR NANDAN 9960081370 nandan.kumar@rsbglobal.com PUNE RSB Global

SISIR KUMAR BEHERA 9860705651 sisir_sis@yahoo.co.in PUNE IAI

SMRITIRANJAN CHOUDHURY smrutiranjan_545@yahoo.com

BIRBRISA SOREN birbirs520@yahoo.co.in UTTARANCHAL RSB Global

VIVEK YMANA 996025015 vivekyamna4all@yahoo.com PUNE IAI

JAMES KONGARI james_2006@yahoo.co.in PUNE RSB Global

SURYAKANTA NIRALA 9850769151 nirala_surya@yahoo.co.in PUNE Render India Pvt Ltd

                  

 I would like to thank all the CTTCians for their enormous support provided to me 
when I started my industrial profession.

Needless to say without them I would not be here today.

I hope their extended support and love will be continued in the forthcoming days as 
well.

Once again my heart felt thanks to all.
 
With Warm Regards,
 
Jaya Prakash Das
Lucky Engineering.

Happy are those who dream dreams and are ready to pay the price 
to make them come true. -Leon J. Suenes


